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Medical student research at Texas Tech University Health
Sciences Center: Increasing research participation with a
summer research program
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Medical schools have generally advocated that
medical students have research experiences during
their undergraduate medical school years.1,2 Most
provide a wide range of elective experiences and
a few require a research project and thesis. Chang
and Ramnanan3 reviewed the literature and identified
20 papers on medical student research experiences
as measured by self- reported surveys. Students usually found such experiences to stimulate research
interest and encourage scholarship. The NIH4 and
Howard Hughes Medical Institute5 have shown that
intense research experiences in medical students
can produce life-long commitments to research as
physician-scientists and physicians who choose a
career in academic medicine.
Not all students will choose research or academic
careers; and in the current health care environment
with an increasing shortage of practicing physicians,
particularly in primary care, it is not the goal of medical schools like Texas Tech Health University Health
Sciences Center School of Medicine to make all students physician-scientists. But there are real benefits to providing as many students as possible with a
research experience.
Medical students are intensely exposed to new
ideas, language, concepts, hypotheses, and dogma.
Many become energized to think critically and incubate their own new ideas. Few people are as challenged as first year medical students to think critically
as they sort out an overwhelming amount of information. Students can become the incubators of novel
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ideas, even if their introduction to research is becoming a member of a team that is pursuing someone
else’s longstanding idea. As I tell first year medical
students interested in a research project, someone
had the idea to study the skin of frogs in bacterial
contaminated swamps for its antibacterial properties and found a new class of antibiotics. That could
have been your idea. Someone made a straw with
a bacterial resin and charcoal filter to test its ability to make drinking water palatable in countries or
campgrounds where water was too contaminated to
drink. That too could have been your idea. Someone
concluded that patients with congestive heart failure
could be weighed every day by a visiting nurse and
large amounts of such data could be computerized
and followed to prevent heart failure readmissions.
The next great idea or hypothesis could well come
from a first year medical student.
Whether doing a basic science or clinical
research project, the fundamentals of research and
basic techniques provide long standing lessons on
how knowledge is obtained and recorded. Pouring
over charts in a retrospective study can reveal amazing outcomes or tragic mistakes that will likely be
remembered better than any lecture. While studies
depending on physicians to complete surveys may
be frustrating, compiling such data to understand
why physicians don’t follow certain guidelines, don’t
wash their hands, or still use antibiotics for upper
respiratory infections will capture the interest of the
student and potentially provide useful information to
improve patient care.
Last, if program directors have decided that
research is an important consideration in the competitive residency selection, medical schools would
be remiss in not providing all possible research
opportunities. While research experience is not
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high on the list in choosing an applicant for residency program directors as a whole, listed thirteenth in one 2009 study,6 it does appear to be a
more important factor in competitive programs such
as dermatology.7
The study in this journal by Dufour, Gregorcyk,
and Berk8 suggests that a summer research program
after the first year of medical school can dramatically
increase interest in research among students. This
interest can be measured by the percentage of students who find a research mentor, present an abstract
and publish a paper.
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